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they impact our work.

WINTER FUEL
SUPPORT SCHEME
In

November,

Jane

Hutt

Minister announced a
Winter

Fuel

Support

MS,

Social

£ 38million

Scheme.

the scheme are available

COLD WEATHER
RESILIENCE PLAN

Justice

Welsh Government’s Cold Weather Resilience

pot for the

Plan was released on 2nd December and is

Full

details

of

available

here .
There

Eligible working-age households in receipt of
means-tested

welfare

here .

benefits

will

be

are

three

objectives

to

the

Cold

Weather Resilience Plan:

able

To

provide

advice

and

support

to

to claim a one-off cash payment to provide

vulnerable and lower income households

support towards paying their winter fuel bills.

to

Local

colder weather;

authorities

households
eligible
via

they

have

believe

individuals

their

will

local

can

to

be

claim

authority

written

to

eligible,

but

this

To

payment

between

support

help

maintain

13

occupants

lower
or

to

income

improve

prepare

for

households

the

energy

to
and

thermal efficiency of their homes;

December 2021 and 18 February 2022.

To

work

ordinate

with

partners

advice

and

to

better

support

co-

services

to

vulnerable and lower income households
to reduce risk of avoidable ill health as a
result

of

resultant

poor

housing,

strain

and

as

well

pressure

as
on

the
NHS

services.

Resources from Care & Repair’s own Winter
Preparedness campaign are available

here .

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE WINTER PLAN
The Welsh Government recently published their Health and Social Care Winter Plan, which is
available

here .

Shielding and social distancing measures remain in place in healthcare settings, and the Welsh
NHS continues to offer digital appointments alongside face-to-face ones.

The Plan highlights the continued NHS pressures owing to high levels of hospitalisations. Where
hospitalisation is needed the Plan draws on key strategies such as Home First and Discharge to
Recover and Assess to minimise the time spent in hospital and support patients to return home.

We

note

that

despite

the

emphasis

on

the

home

as

a

again no mention housing conditions in this year’s plan.
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place

of

care

and

recovery,

there

is

NEA'S FUEL POVERTY MONITOR
National Energy Action (NEA) released their Fuel Poverty Monitor report for 2020/21 at the start of
December. This report aims to investigate the state of fuel poverty across the UK, as well as how well
measures are working to eliminate it.

The

full

report

and

executive

summary

are

here.

available

This

year,

the

report

focuses

on

decarbonisation. Decarbonisation is the key policy area of the moment in fighting climate change, poor
housing, and fuel poverty.

“Safe and warm homes can be, and need to be, at the heart of a fair and affordable transition to net
zero. Without programmes to transform the homes of those on the lowest incomes living in the least
efficient properties, and to provide clean heating technologies, we will fail at both.” (p. 15).

Barriers to Accessing Greener Heating Technologies

Policy and Regulatory Barriers:
While some schemes are available to help fuel poor households to decarbonise their homes across the UK,
there is an extremely limited amount of funding for these schemes and they are often not fit for purpose,
often lacking long-term plans. To counter this, NEA agrees with the Future Generations’ Commissioner’s
recommendation of increasing Welsh fuel poverty funding to

£325 million by 2025.

A lack of regulation and enforcement of MEES standards in the private rented sector means that many
privately rented properties are not at the legally required standard. This means that the rental sector
needs specific schemes, or a landlord register to ensure better enforcement of regulations in the private
rented sector to properly protect tenants and ensure that they have equal access to any decarbonisation
or insulation schemes.
Care & Repair Cymru comment:

Physical Barriers:

In our responses to various Senedd Priorities

Including poorly insulated homes. This means that a

Consultations in 2021, we also called for

“fabric first, whole house” approach (for which we

vulnerable people to have equitable access to

have called numerous times) will be needed for

funding and rollout of decarbonisation schemes

many homes to ensure they are “net zero ready” to

to ensure cost and energy savings are passed

avoid increased running costs for new technology.

Awareness Barriers:

onto vulnerable people.

We also called for greener heating technologies
to be made available on Welsh Government

There

is

a

lack

of

information

of

which

heating

schemes such as NEST.

technology are suitable to different homes. There is
little funding for energy advice, and even less for
specific

decarbonisation

advice.

Where

it

does

exist, there are often postcode lotteries and less
access

to

it

in

rural

areas,

and

it

tends

to

be

primarily online, which would unfairly exclude many
older people from accessing essential information.
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Additionally, Welsh Government recently
announced that no new fossil fuel heating
systems will be installed in newly built social
homes from October 2021. This is a step in the
right direction, but needs to be extended to the
private housing market too.

SUMMARY OF CARE & REPAIR
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
We submitted responses to two further consultations to the DWP and Welsh
Government. Key points from these responses can be found on the next two pages.

Shaping Future Support | The Health and Disability Green Paper
The DWP asked:
"What could we do to improve
reasonable adjustments to make
sure that our services are accessible
to disabled people?"

We said:
Care & Repair Cymru called for all statutory DWP services including employment support, access to benefits
information, and benefits applications - to be accessible to
those offline to ensure older people with no internet access
are unfairly excluded from accessing statutory services.

We advocated for more support for community-based and
in-person support. Not all older people can travel outside of
their local area to access the services they need.

The DWP want:

We said:

To explore how advocacy support

We responded that this proposal was insufficient, and

would look, and they propose that it

advocacy support should be able to everyone who wants or

is available to those most in need

needs it, and not just to those that the DWP determine “need

who are not already accessing

it most”.

similar support from other services.

The DWP asked

We said:

“what more could we do to work

The DWP needs to work closer with third sector partners like

with other organisations and

Care & Repair in Wales to ensure that unique problems in

services, local authorities, health

devolved administrations (such as Wales having the oldest

systems and the devolved

population in the UK, and the oldest housing stock in

administrations to provide

Europe).

employment support in health
settings and join up local support?”

The DWP asked

We said:

“what more could we do to reduce

We called for the complete removal of unfair and unjust

repeat assessments, where the

repeat assessments. These place undue stress on the most

impact of a person’s health

vulnerable and often lead to unfair reductions or complete

condition is unlikely to change

removal of their benefit entitlement.

significantly?”
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Shaping Wales' Future: Using national milestones
to measure our nation's progress
Welsh Government
asked:

We said:

Whether the National

focus needs to be given to ensure that older people can access

Indicator of

qualifications they may need to get back into work. Many older people

"percentage of adults

face difficulties and discrimination, as well as accessibility barriers to

with qualifications at

digital qualifications which are now primarily offered online.

Care & Repair Cymru responded that we agreed in theory, but equal

the different levels of
the National

Later in the response, we call for a right to digital connectivity to

Qualifications

ensure that these older people can access the courses they need to

Framework" was fair.

get back into work, and to counter limited training options for older
people to learn these skills.

Ensuring older people have access to these skills and qualifications
and by extension, the job market, aligns with Welsh Government’s aims
outlined in Strategy for an Ageing Society and the Wellbeing of Future
Generations Act.

Welsh Government
asked:

We responded:
We called for a new Healthy Housing indicator to be considered:

Whether any further
indicators or milestones

There is a lack of indicators that focus on housing, and where they do it is

should be considered.

primarily to do with Energy Efficiency. While this is important, Welsh
Government propose using SAP scores to determine the energy efficiency
of properties. This would adversely affect people in fuel poverty who
cannot afford to use any energy, as one of the considerations of this score
is “the fuel an occupant uses for “water and space heating, light, and
ventilation”, and make their properties appear more energy efficient than
they are and by extension be classed as “good” housing.

Our proposed Healthy Housing indicator would ensure that everyone in
Wales has a right to decent housing which would protect the occupants’
health, as well as the health of the Welsh housing stock.

This indicator would break down traditional siloes between health and
housing, which are irrefutably linked, and for which we have called in
previous consultation responses. Creating policy objectives to “improve
the conditions of Welsh houses will ensure a healthier, more prosperous
Wales.”

This new indicator should replace National Indicator 31, Percentage of
dwellings which are free from hazards, as this is based on old data, and
these conditions have worsened since the survey was taken in 2018,
especially in light of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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NEW RESEARCH AND RESOURCES
SAIL RESEARCH
Using the SAIL database, Care & Repair Cymru collaborated with Population Data Science at Swansea
University to analyse the effects of a Care & Repair intervention in reducing the incidence of falls among
older people. The press release and report is available

here.

The research involved 657,536 individuals aged 60 and over living in Wales (UK) between 1st January 2010
and 31st December 2017, 123,729 of which received a home adaptation service from Care & Repair.

The research found that:
Care & Repair clients had higher odds of falling than those in the control group, showing that Care &
Repair agencies are successfully targeting and helping the right clients;
Care & Repair adaptations reduced the odds of falling.
Post intervention, the C&R client cohort didn’t see fall risk increase annually as it did for the group that
had not received a C&R intervention.
There was a 13% reduction in risk of someone having a fall one year following a C&R intervention,
compared

to

citizens

that

had

not

had

an

intervention

unscheduled care admissions).

THE RIGHT TO
ADEQUATE HOUSING
IN WALES: THE
EVIDENCE BASE
Commissioned

by

Tai

Pawb,

the

Chartered

Institute

of

Housing Cymru and Shelter Cymru, and fresh off the back of
the new Labour-Plaid cooperation agreement to publish a
White Paper on the right to adequate housing,
explores

three

different

approaches

to

this paper

the

right

to

adequate housing found internationally:
Finland - the right to adequate housing is part of the
Finnish Constitution and enacted through law
Canada

-

The

National

Housing

Strategy

Act

was

introduced into Canadian legislation in 2019, but under
the Act the right is not justiciable
South Africa - A justiciable right to access housing is in
the Constitution of South Africa, however this remains
without investment in housing supply
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(therefore

reducing

hospitalisation

and

LOOKING FORWARD: KEY DATES
20 December, 2021: Draft Welsh Budget 2022/23
7 January, 2022: Deadline for responses to the Health and Social Care Committee's inquiry into Hospital
discharge and its impact on patient flow through hospitals
20 January, 2022: Deadline for responses to Equality and Social Justice Committee's inquiry into Fuel
poverty and the Warm Homes Programme
14 February, 2022: Care & Repair Cymru giving oral evidence to the Health and Social Care Committee on
Hospital Discharge Consultation.

15 February, 2022: Care & Repair Cymru Conference

REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING
Page 4:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/shaping-future-support-the-health-and-disability-green-paper

Page 5:
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/consultations/2021-09/consultation-document-national-milestones-2.pdf

Page 6:
https://business.senedd.wales/mgConsultationDisplay.aspx?id=437&RPID=1027284148&cp=yes

For more detail on any of the topics in this update, please contact:
david.kirby@careandrepair.org.uk

029 2010 7580
enquiries@careandrepair.org.uk
www.careandrepair.org.uk
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